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Your Harol distributor:

Built-in roller shutters
Built-on roller shutters
Surface-mounted roller shutters
Roll-up doors
Roller grilles

Butterfly awnings
Drop arm awnings
Terrace awnings
Conservatory awnings 
Folding arm awnings

See what else Harol has to offer!

What else would you like?
Do you want full protection against rain and wind? Every PATiO can be fitted 
with a special SHY-ZIP screen, either with window inserts or fully transparent. 
Do you want perfect drainage? You can have the water drain from the 
front or along the side according to your wish, possibly in 
combination with a gutter. Are you looking for comfort and 
convenience? You can choose from several models of  
remote controls with exclusive design. And with the SOMFY 
RTS safety box motor, you can keep the cutting and hacking 
to an absolute minimum. What else could you wish for?

Choose quality and an iron-clad guarantee.
All Harol products are CE certified.
This means they are fully compliant with the European directives for safety, health,  
and environmental aspects.

Harol provides a 5-year guarantee on your PATiO.
We do this with full confidence, because all of our products are tested against  
the most severe requirements.

Professional Harol distributors.
Our distributors guarantee you expert advice, professional installation  
and prompt service.

Harol: your partner for a greener future.
Harol products help insulate your house, and they are designed with the utmost  
attention to the environment.



Harol patio

Made to measure in aluminium or wood 

Fully waterproof awnings

Many applications  

Top quality – Five-year guarantee



patio                   
Setting new standards for robust, simple  
and elegant awnings.

Do you have a patio, swimming pool or garden that you would 
like to be able to enjoy regardless of the weather? If so, a PATiO 
awning is the ideal solution. Specifically designed to be easy 
to install and harmonise with every architectural environment, 
PATiO awnings provide shade and protection regardless of the 
weather. In addition, they are available in dozens of colours 
and patterns to give every outdoor space a special touch  
of elegance and style. If you are looking for protection for a 
relatively large area, Harol PATiO is the answer.



Three solutions  
for triple pleasure.
PATiO-TECNIC. An ideal folding-roof system. 
Innovative and easy to close with a flip of the wrist, and featuring specially 
developed waterproof fabrics for perfect protection against sun, rain and 
wind. PATiO-TECNIC is the ideal solution for anyone who is looking for a 
flexible awning with low maintenance needs. 

PATiO-ALU. Clean, modern lines.
A pergola structure in stainless steel and aluminium with a built-in folding 
roof. For everyone who adores clean, modern lines, PATiO-ALU is the perfect 
way to enjoy splendid days on the patio, balcony or court-yard.

PATiO-WOOD. Naturally warm.
A wooden frame, but still ultra-strong: PATiO-WOOD combines modern 
technology with the warm allure of wood. Constructed from laminated 
Norwegian pine as standard, without making any concessions with regard 
to protection against sun, rain and wind.

Fully waterproof fabrics.
PRECONTRAINT PVC 602.
Opaque fabric: available in the colours White and Ivory.

PRECONTRAINT PVC 302.
Translucent fabric: available in a selection of 20 colours.

SOLTIS 86/92.
It is also possible to use SOLTIS fabrics. These fabrics can  
only be used for solar shading.

Do you operate a business? If so, you can also have  
the fabric printed or lettered.

Choose your size and colour.
Do you have an especially large outdoor area? That’s no problem: we 
have PATiO awnings that can cover an impressive 91 m2 with a single 
fabric. And if you want a special colour, that’s also no problem. You can 
choose from a range of colours for the frame as well as the fabric. In 
short, there’s no shortage of options for choosing a PATiO awning that 
perfectly matches your taste.


